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Greetings from 
Greece!

Καλημέρα!
Good morning!
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“Kalimera” from Greece! I am coming from the west part of Greece, the city of Patras, 
the third-largest city in the country with a population of about 200.000. The university 
campus is situated in the suburb Rion, where the bridge Rion-Antirrion, one of the 
world's longest multi-span cable-stayed bridges, connects the Peloponnese peninsula 
with mainland Greece.



Very happy to be in 
Iraq!

Especially in Kurdistan!

One of the oldest continuously 
inhabited areas in the world

Ἄρβηλα ( Arbela in Greek)

Duhok
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And I am very happy to be in Iraq and especially in Kurdistan. Greece enjoys a strong 
bond of friendship with Kurdistan. Already familiar from my childhood with the word 
“Άρβηλα”, known from the Battle of Gaugamela (or Battle at Arbela) where Alexander 
the Great met the army of Darius III, I always wanted to visit one of the oldest 
continuously inhabited areas in the world.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Gaugamela


University of Patras

3rd largest public 
university in Greece

Since 1964

32.770 undergraduates

3.787 postgraduates

5 Schools 

24 Departments

45 Postgraduate Programs of 

Studies

161 Laboratories

17 Clinics

633 Faculty + 191 teaching staff

9/2018 4

The University of Patras is the 3rd largest public university in Greece. We don't have 
private universities. It was established in 1964 and, according the statistics from the 
beginning of this academic year, Upatras has 32.770 undergraduates, 3.787 
postgraduates, 5 Schools, 24 Departments, 45 Postgraduate Programs of Studies, 
161 Laboratories, 17 Clinics and 633 Faculty members. Upatras has very good 
positions at the ranking lists.



About me
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https://blogs.upatras.gr/daskalou/

Some words about me. I am an e-learning expert at Upatras. I have been working for 
the digital transformation of the Greek higher education for more than 25 years. I was 
the head of the team that developed elearning at upatras and a member in all 
institutional committees that run the central elearning projects. In my free time I write 
blog posts from my experiences, such as those you can see about Opatel.

https://blogs.upatras.gr/daskalou/


Scope of 
presentation

Learning objectives
● Introduce open 

education principles in 

elearning

● Address the design of a 

blended course in HE

● Discuss opportunities 

and challenges of 

blended learning

Share Upatras 
experiences in e-learning
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The scope of my presentation is to share Upatras experiences in e-learning and at the 
end I want you, as participants of this training, to be able to introduce open education 
principles, to address issues in the design of a blended course in HE and to discuss 
opportunities and challenges of blended learning.



Blended learning

An effective integration 
of both online and 
face-to-face educational 
activities
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But let’s start from a definition. What it is blended learning? Blended learning is the 
effective integration of both online and f2f activities that take place in the classroom.



Timeline of blended learning @ Upatras

2001: Network Operation Center 
(NOC):

● Network services across the 
campus

● Accounts for all
● Central user management
● Procedures and regulations

2002: Tele-education room & first 
elearning infrastructure

2003: Pilot campus Learning 
Management System (LMS)

2004-2006: Develop educational 
content, synchronous & 
asynchronous e-learning services 
(LMS)

2012-2013: Open courses
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The history of blended learning at Upatras starts in 2001, when the University created 
its own network operation center, the NOC, an organizational unit that developed and 
managed the network equipment and services across the campus. NOC created 
accounts for all the members of the academic community, all students and staff, and 
managed them centrally by developing the necessary procedures and by establishing 
the regulation needed. In 2002 we created the first tele-education room (with 
teleconference and nice audio-visual equipment) and in 2003 we run the first pilot for 
a campus-wide LMS. From then until now we continuously support e-learning and we 
run 2 central EU-funded projects about elearning. One in 2004 for the development of 
digital educational content and services and then one in 2012 for opening our courses 
to the Greek community.



Upatras LMS: an important elearning tool

http://eclass.upatras.gr/

3275 Courses

347 Open courses

1182 Teachers

59012 students (& 

alumni)

4/2019
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The most important tool of elearning at Upatras is the central LMS. It is called 
eclass.upatras.gr and supports 3275 e-learning courses, of which 347 are open to the 
general public, while it manages the accounts of 1182 teachers and 59012 students. 
Eclass is not a moodle installation. It is based on a Greek open-course elearning 
platform, called open eclass. At that time, more than 15 years ago, all elearning 
platforms were in their first flush of youth, so Greek universities customized an 
existing open-course elearning platform, claroline, according to the needs of the 
Greek academic community.

http://eclass.upatras.gr/


Strategic choices

1. Build alliances among Greek Universities:
a. GUnet-Greek Universities Network: serve academic needs and 

objectives in the framework of Information Society
b. HEALlink-Hellenic Academic Libraries Link: coordinate academic 

libraries and offer common scheme to access electronic resources 
2. Adopt Open Education principles
3. A dynamic team (high-skilled personnel) coordinated by a Scientific 

Committee (appointed by the Senate)
4. Personnel funding through projects (national & EU)
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There were specific strategic choices that guided the elearning development in 
Upatras. First of all, Upatras participates in two common schemes, two alliances that 
were built among all Greek universities. The first is called GUnet and was created to 
serve the needs and the objectives of the academic community in the framework of 
Information Society. Open eclass is created by GUnet. The second is called Heal-link 
and was built in order to coordinate academic libraries and to offer a common scheme 
for accessing electronic resources from publishers. The second choice was about the 
adoption of Open Education principles that we will explain in the next slide. The third 
choice was related with the human resources in NOC. High skilled personnel was 
hired to build a new dynamic and flexible team supervised directly by a Scientific 
Committee, a team which was not part of the existing administration hierarchy of the 
University. The choice was to fund this team trough projects. 

http://www.gunet.gr/en/home-page/
http://www.seab.gr/index.php/en/members-collaborating-bodies-en.html


Adopting Open Education

Open Educational 
Resources

Open-source 
Software

Open-Access (or Open 
Science)

Open 
Education
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Open Education in Upatras is supported by 3 pillars: 
1. Open Educational Resources, that is "teaching, learning or research 

materials that are in the public domain or released with an intellectual 
property license that allows for free use, adaptation, and distribution" 
UNESCO (2002)

2. Open-source software (OSS), that is a type of software in which source code 
is released under a license in which the copyright holder grants users the 
rights to study, change, and distribute the software to anyone and for any 
purpose (Wikipedia, 2019)

3. Open-access, or recently called Open Science, a movement where research 
data, lab notes and other research processes are freely available, under 
terms that enable reuse, redistribution and reproduction of the research 
and its underlying data and methods” FOSTER (2018)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_software
https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/foster-taxonomy/open-science-definition


National initiatives for open education

Open academic courses, opencourse.gr

26 Institutes, 4256 Courses, 4477 Instructors

Hellenic Academic open text books, kallipos.gr

522 books, 7.000 learning objects, >1.600 contributors 
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The efforts of our University lie within the framework of nation initiatives for open 
education:
opencourse.gr: Educational material made available under CC licences and 
courses taught in Greek universities and technological institutes, were made freely 
accessible and freely available to everyone over the Internet. In the Greek initiative 
participated 4477 Instructors of 26 Institutes who developed 4256 Courses.
Kallipos.gr initiative created 522 hellenic academic open textbooks, consisting of 
7000 learning  objects under CC licences with more that 1600 contributors as authors 
and reviewers. 

http://opencourses.gr/index.xhtml?ln=en
https://www.kallipos.gr/en/
http://opencourses.gr/index.xhtml?ln=en
https://www.kallipos.gr/en/


Upatras Open 
Courses

340  open courses

71 courses with video lectures 

~18% of Upatras courses

Upatras Open Academic 
courses
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Upatras participated in the hellenic open courses initiative with the development of 
340 courses, from which the 71 courses included video lectures in a percentage of 
80% of the course curriculum. The list of open courses can be found here: Upatras 
Open Academic courses 

http://opencourses.gr/results.xhtml?ln=en&uni=University+of+Patras
http://opencourses.gr/results.xhtml?ln=en&uni=University+of+Patras
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSDDu4R9s_g
http://opencourses.gr/results.xhtml?ln=en&uni=University+of+Patras
http://opencourses.gr/results.xhtml?ln=en&uni=University+of+Patras


Upatras Open Courses: Reflections

Scepticism

● National action designed only 
by technologists

● Kept the same pedagogy:

○ Teacher-centric

○ No active learning 

● Focus on video-lectures and 
streaming technology:

● “Talking heads”?
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Advantages

● Open academic knowledge to 
everyone in Greek Society

● Improve educational material 
and learning activities for 
students

● Raise awareness about IPR 

● Change mindset about Open 
Education

Today, reflecting on the results of open courses, we can identify significant 
advantages of the related efforts. The biggest advantage is that the universities 
opened a window to the Greek Society and the academic knowledge was available to 
all. Of course, the project improved the educational material and the learning activities 
for Upatras students. New notes, videos, exercices and other material were created in 
many courses. Special training activities were prepared for intellectual property right 
issues, the faculty understood how to search for open educational resources and how 
to use them. At the end the mindset for Open Education was changed. On the other 
hand, the specifications were set within the national actions by technologists only and 
kept the same pedagogy: They centered to the teacher, without the active 
participation of students. Since the focus was on video lectures, the videos captured 
professors lecturing. That's why we say that video lectures focus on “talking heads”. 



Humanize your eLearning
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Source: Baker (2017) [edited]

Technology Pedagogy (or
Andragogy=

adult education)

System change

Tra
nsfo

rm
ati

on 

Our experience suggests that we have to humanize our eLearning. We should 
combine technology with adult education methodologies and changes in the mindset. 



Quality assurance cycle for blended learning
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The quality assurance cycle for blended learning that guarantee the continuous 
improvement of your efforts involves 4 phases: Plan, Do, Check, Act or in other words 
Design, Implement, Evaluate, Review. In the design phase you specify your vision 
and your objective taking into consideration your current situation. Then you continue 
with the implementation according to your plan. The next step is to measure and 
evaluate the results. Finally you have to reflect and review and then specify the areas 
for improvement. This cycle should be followed in the institutional and departmental 
dimension as well as by each faculty member for each blended course. 



Design your blended course
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In the rest of my presentation I will focus in the design of a single course by the 
instructor. 



Backward Course Design
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And I’m asking you to change your habits and design a course starting from the end. 
That is to follow a backward course design. We first have to think what are the desired 
learning outcomes. What knowledge, skills and attitudes, i.e. what capabilities should 
have the students when they complete the course. Then determine what is an 
acceptable evidence of these capabilities, i.e. how you should assess them. And 
finally identify the meaningful learning activities that they should follow in order to gain 
the capabilities. Of course you should take into consideration the factors of each 
situation. In other words, the target audience, the department or curriculum context 
within you teach and the delivery mode of training.



Focus on Active learning
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Traditional teaching Learning by doing

Low student involvement High student involvement

anything that involves learners in doing and thinking 
about what they are doing

Then I would like to ask you to focus on active learning. What is active learning? 
Active learning means that students are actively or experientially involved in the 
learning process. So active learning includes anything that involves learners in doing 
and thinking about what they are doing. Traditional teaching means low student 
involvement, while learning by doing results to higher student involvement. 



Design interesting learning activities - Engage!
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(Fink, 2003)

Passive Learning Active Learning

Experience Reflective
Dialogue

with:

Receiving 
Information & 

Ideas

Doing Self

Observing Others

One of the most difficult tasks is to design interesting learning activities and engage 
your student. While passive learning is related to receiving information and ideas, 
active learning means experiencing by doing and observing. Other ways is by 
enabling the reflective dialogue of students with their-selves and others. 



Ideas for active learning activities (Fink, 2003) [edited]
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Getting 
Information & 

Ideas

Experience Reflective Dialogue with

Doing Observing Self Others

Direct -Primary Data
-Primary 
sources

Real doing in 
authentic 
setting

Direct 
observation of 
phenomena

- Reflective 
thinking 
- Journaling

Dialogue (in or 
out of class)

Indirect, 
Vicarious

-Secondary 
data & sources
-Lecture, 
textbooks

-Case studies
-Gaming, 
simulations
-Role play

Stories (via film, 
oral history, 
literature)

Online -Documents  
(lecture notes, 
books) @LMS
-Internet

-Teacher can assign students to 
“directly experience ___”
- Students can engage in 
“indirect” kinds of experience 
online

Students can reflect using online 
tools (blogs, wikis, etc.)  and then 
engage in various kinds of 
dialogue online (forums, 
comments, etc.).

This table presents ideas of active learning activities. The gray columns is related to 
passive learning and the two light blue ideas for experience and reflective dialogue in 
active learning. Let’s focus on the online methods. When we just put documents and 
lecture notes on the LMS or you we read a post on the Internet is related to passive 
learning. Active learning is related to doing things online, i.e. to online student 
assignments, to online serious games and role playing, but also in online 
observations such as watching online video stories of real world phenomena. With 
appropriate guidance students can also reflect using online tools (blogs, wikis, etc.)  
and then engage in various kinds of dialogue online (forums, comments, etc.). More 
activities can be found on Online Network (ION) Online Teaching Activity Index 
(http://www.ion.uillinois.edu/resources/otai/)

http://www.ion.uillinois.edu/resources/otai/


An example 
blended course 

Introduction to 
Information systems and 
Applications 

Learning objective: Gain digital 
skills and capabilities in data 
processing

1st Year, Economics, Compulsory, 
~250 students 
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Let's have a quick look at an example blended course. It is “Introduction to 
Information systems and Applications”, a 1st year compulsory course with 250 
students. The first thing is to define the learning objective, which is to “Gain digital 
skills and capabilities in data processing”. Find the English limited version only for 
Erasmus students here https://eclass.upatras.gr/courses/ECON1362/

https://eclass.upatras.gr/courses/ECON1362/


Integration of F2F and online activities

F2F
Assessment: 
● Projects: Process large open data 

files
● Final test in lab to process data 

with python and MS Excel

Activities
● Lectures
● Labs
● Self-study

Online
Assessment:

● Weekly exercises (multiple choice 
after processing open data with 
digital tools)

● Delivery of 2 Final Projects

Activities
● Videos with questions
● Small essays in blogs
● Communication (announcements, 

Q&A in forum, messaging)
● Team work
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Then we define how we assess the capabilities gained by the students and finally we 
define the educational activities. Assessment and activities are designed both F2F 
and online. Online assessment takes the form of weekly exercises where we give to 
the students a data file and we ask them to process it. Then based on the processing 
results the student has to answer multiple choice questions. Online activities involve 
also small essays in the course blog for reflection and various collaboration and 
communication actions. 



Best practices from Upatras special 
courses
Erasmus+ OpEn: OPen-up ENtrepreneurship
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MOOC:
A learning walk in 

Digital 
Entrepreneurship
(register for viewing the 

learning paths)

Another valuable experience I want to share with you was the development of the 
online course called “A learning walk in Digital Entrepreneurship”. It was an Erasmus+ 
project that was chosen by EU experts as a success story and a good practice 
example. The aim of the course was to develop an online course that could inspire 
and engage young existing or prospective entrepreneurs in the digital world. 

http://www.openup-project.eu
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/eplus-project-details/#project/2015-1-EL01-KA202-014168
http://openup.upatras.gr/
http://openup.upatras.gr/
http://openup.upatras.gr/


Engage in entrepreneurship: 4 design principles
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(Daskalou et al., 2017)

The design principles of Open were four:
1. Firstly, the course should support the concept of value creation. This was 

accomplished by building capabilities in innovation, in the adoption of new 
business models and, more generally speaking, in problem solving and 
serving society needs. 

2. Secondly, the course should support the connection with the outside world. 
This was accomplished by incorporating entrepreneur storytelling in videos, 
case studies of real businesses and demonstrations of business applications.

3. Thirdly, the course should support team work. This was accomplished by 
engaging students in online team working and discussing in online forums. 

4. The last dimension was about action-based learning. This was accomplished 
by requesting students to create and to share ideas about entrepreneurship, to 
engage in assignments and projects, but also to reflect and review their own 
and others artifacts.



An example learning path in OpEn
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This is a learning path in OpEn. Here you can see young digital entrepreneurs saying 
stories using video. Create an account here 
https://openup.upatras.gr/modules/auth/registration.php and see my course-unit here 
https://openup.upatras.gr/modules/units/?course=ENG102&id=12

https://openup.upatras.gr/modules/units/?course=ENG102&id=12
https://openup.upatras.gr/modules/auth/registration.php
https://openup.upatras.gr/modules/units/?course=ENG102&id=12


Opportunities & challenges of 
blended learning
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Lets finish this presentation by discussing opportunities and challenges of blended 
learning.



Opportunities

● Student-centric learning
● Improve student outcomes
● Strategic use of classroom time (maybe we flip the 

class-room)
● Collaborative, active-learning (student, peers, 

instructors, community)
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I can see the following opportunities:
● Student-centric learning
● Improve student outcomes
● Strategic use of classroom time
● Collaborative, active-learning (student, peers, instructors, community)



Challenges

● Find the right “blend”
● Create interesting online content-> Engage your student
● Gain the right background (pedagogical, instructional 

design, technical, IPR)
● Have the university’s support (elearning center, library, 

incentives) 
● Invest time (at least at the beginning)
● Evaluate, adjust...and follow the quality assurance cycle
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I can see the following challenges:
● Find the right “blend”
● Create interesting online content
● Gain the right background (pedagogical, instructional design, technical, IPR)
● Have the university’s support (elearning center, library, incentives) 
● Invest time (at least at the beginning)
● Evaluate, adjust...and follow the quality assurance cycle



Education can change our 
future!

Thank you! 
daskalou@upatras.gr

But it worths, because with education we can change our future and the future of our 
country.



Questions?

You can find my previous 
OPATEL presentations here 
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http://opatel.tums.ac.ir/index.jsp?fkeyid=&siteid=110&pageid=7836
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Note on History of Published Version

The present work is the edition 1.0
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License Notes
                       

The current material is available under the Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 

4.0 International license or later International Edition. The individual works of third parties are excluded, 

e.g. photographs, diagrams etc. They are contained therein and covered under their conditions of use in 

the section «Use of Third Parties Work Note».

[1] http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/ 

As Non-Commercial is defined the use that: 

Does not involve direct or indirect financial benefits from the use of the work for the distributor of the 

work and the license holder.

Does not include financial transaction as a condition for the use or access to the work. 

Does not confer to the distributor and license holder of the work indirect financial benefit (e.g. 

advertisements) from the viewing of the work on website.

The copyright holder may give to the license holder a separate license to use the work for commercial 

use, if requested.
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


Preservation Notices

Any reproduction or adaptation of the material should include:

● the Reference Note,

● the Licensing Note,

● the declaration of Notices Preservation,

● the Use of Third Parties Work Note (if available), together with the accompanied URLs.
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Note of use of third parties work (1/2)

This work makes use of the following works:

Pictures/Shapes/Charts/Photos

● Rio-Antirio bridge situation map in Greece by Pinpin under the  GNU Free Documentation License,  URL: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rio_Antirio_Bridge-situation_map-fr.svg

● Aerial view of the Citadel of Arbil (Iraq) by Jim Gordon under the  Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 
Generic license URL: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Citadel_(old_city)_of_Hewl%C3%AAr_(Erbil).jpg

● Duhok, Iraqi Kurdistan, by Levi Clancy under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 
International license, URL: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Duhok,_Iraqi_Kurdistan_34.jpg

● Computer and students, by Triplec85 under the  Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain 
Dedication, URL:  
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:KSTBB_EFDL_Europ%C3%A4ischer_Finanzf%C3%BChrerschei
n_Online-Pr%C3%BCfung_2015.jpg
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Pinpin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:GNU_Free_Documentation_License
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rio_Antirio_Bridge-situation_map-fr.svg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/11923090@N03
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Citadel_(old_city)_of_Hewl%C3%AAr_(Erbil).jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Duhok,_Iraqi_Kurdistan_34.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Triplec85
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:KSTBB_EFDL_Europ%C3%A4ischer_Finanzf%C3%BChrerschein_Online-Pr%C3%BCfung_2015.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:KSTBB_EFDL_Europ%C3%A4ischer_Finanzf%C3%BChrerschein_Online-Pr%C3%BCfung_2015.jpg


Note of use of third parties work (2/2)

● First page  of opencourses.gr, kallipos.gr, eclass.upatras.gr, openup.upatras.gr
● Backward course design,  © Wentworth Institute of Technology,  used under the fair use policy, URL 

https://wit.edu/lit/develop/backward-course-design
● INITIAL VIEW OF PASSIVE AND ACTIVE LEARNING, by (Fink, 2003), used under the fair use policy, URL: 

https://www.deefinkandassociates.com/GuidetoCourseDesignAug05.pdf
● LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR HOLISTIC, ACTIVE LEARNING, by (Fink, 2003), used under the fair use 

policy, URL: https://www.deefinkandassociates.com/GuidetoCourseDesignAug05.pdf

Video

● Open courses @ Upatras, URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSDDu4R9s_g used under the 

Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International license or later 

International Edition
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https://wit.edu/lit/develop/backward-course-design
https://www.deefinkandassociates.com/GuidetoCourseDesignAug05.pdf
https://www.deefinkandassociates.com/GuidetoCourseDesignAug05.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSDDu4R9s_g


Annex



Some best practices for 
creating a blended course
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Include course 
description

● Type of Course
● European Credit Transfer 

System (ECTS) workload
● Learning Objectives
● Course Contents
● Training activities
● Teaching organization
● ICT methods
● Assessment 
● Prerequisites
● Bibliography 
● Textbooks

Example: 
http://www.econ.upatras.gr/en/undergraduate/courses/int
roduction-information-systems-and-applications
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Course description template by 
Hellenic Quality Assurance and 
Accreditation Agency (HQA)

Now let's continue with some good practices for your course on the LMS. Include an 
analytical course description. Based on a template given by Hellenic Quality 
Assurance and Accreditation Agency (HQA) we have to define a course description 
on our LMS and web site in the Greek and English language.

http://www.econ.upatras.gr/en/undergraduate/courses/introduction-information-systems-and-applications
http://www.econ.upatras.gr/en/undergraduate/courses/introduction-information-systems-and-applications
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Organize 
activities in 
course-units 
or weeks or 
follow a 
scenario

You should activities in course-units or weeks of study or follow a specific learning 
scenario.



In each course-unit mix 
different training activities 
with specific learning 
objectives:

● Lectures (slides, audio, 
video)

● Reading material
● Exercises 

(self-assessment 
quizzes)

● Assignments (projects)
● Links to additional info
● etc.
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Mix 
training 
activities

You should do a mix of training activities. For example include:
● Lectures (slides, audio, video)
● Reading material
● Exercises (self-assessment quizzes)
● Assignments (projects)
● Links to additional info
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Online assessment tools for metacognitive 
awareness
 

Weekly self-assessment exercises (i.e. multiple choice after processing 
open data with digital tools) help students’ metacognitive awareness

Prepare weekly self-assessment exercises help students’ metacognitive awareness. 
In our case we use multiple choice after processing open data with digital tools.



Use online tools for reflective activities
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Blog or wiki for:
● Reflective thinking
● Journaling

Forum or social media for:
● Reflective dialogue between (you 

and) your students

Use the blog or the wiki for Reflective thinking and Journaling. Use the forum or the 
social media for Reflective dialogue between (you and) your students.



Best practices from Upatras special 
courses
Erasmus+ OpEn: OPen-up ENtrepreneurship
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MOOC: 
A learning walk in 

Digital 
Entrepreneurship

http://www.openup-project.eu
http://openup.upatras.gr/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/eplus-project-details/#project/2015-1-EL01-KA202-014168


A constructivist pedagogical approach of 
learning

Constructivists consider learning as an active process; 
knowledge is not received from external sources, it is rather 
the outcome of the learner’s interpretation and active 
participation in the learning process.
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Constructivisms’ implications for the online 
learning
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● Learning as an active process

● Learners construct their own knowledge, rather than accepting 
that given by the instructor

● Collaborative and cooperative learning are encouraged

● Learners are given control of the learning process

● Learners are given time and the opportunity to reflect

● Learning is made meaningful

● Learning is interactive.

(Ally, 2004)



OpEn design principles
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An online constructivist approach to learning
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Example of Course-unit plan for online course

51Source: (Daskalou et al., 2017) 


